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Zhang Fan completely fainted and woke up the next day. The hospital organized the
director of the Department and the new college students to go on a two-day trip to the
grassland. Zhang Fan sat in the back of the car, silent.

"Don't take it to heart. We were all drunk yesterday, but you were drunk earlier. How
can we compare with those old Youzi?" Li Hui saw that Zhang Fanxing was not high,
so he quietly comforted Zhang Fan.

"No, I really don't think so much. I've never been drunk. I'm still a little dizzy today.
I'd better squint for a while." In fact, Zhang Fan studies the sudden system in his mind.

The super auxiliary system was born a century later. In order to improve China's
medical system, more than n scientists invented this system that can quickly improve
doctors' treatment level. It integrates various functions such as query, assistance and
training. As a result, it somehow crossed the crack of time and space and entered
Zhang Fan's body.

The system automatically detects and identifies Zhang Fan as a medical intern. In the
future, the system also allows doctors to learn gradually according to China's medical
system. Because Zhang Fan is only an intern, there are only four large blocks on the
system screen, internal and external women and children, but only one option can be
selected to learn.

Zhang Fan began to study as soon as he woke up. After several years of college life,
Zhang Fan's thick nerves have long been created, and he was not flustered by the
sudden emergence of the system.

There are four major subjects, but there is only one option. The system has informed
Zhang fan that he can only enter one subject before obtaining a licensed doctor. Zhang
Fan is very tangled. He hesitates between surgery and internal medicine. Gynecology
and pediatrics have given up.

Because the university is busy earning tuition fees and the knowledge reserve is not
enough, entering internal medicine can improve their knowledge and fill their defects.
But when Zhang Fan practiced in the hospital, he felt that he particularly liked surgery.
Zhang Fan hesitated for a while and decided to choose the surgical system.



After selecting surgery, the other three subjects become gray and can not be selected.
There are two sub options in surgery, surgical clinical rehabilitation and surgical
clinical treatment. The system didn't give a single choice at that time. Both can learn.

After Zhang Fan first entered the surgical clinical treatment, he was relieved! There
are many surgical items, including neurosurgery, orthopedics, general surgery and
urology. Zhang Fan likes orthopedics because orthopedics is simple, rough and
intuitive. After entering the orthopedic department, there were many items, such as
spine, joints, trauma and microscopy. He was completely confused.

Zhang Fan looked at n many options and began to faint, which really confirmed the
famous Internet saying "persuading people to learn medicine to kill the whole family."
There are too many subjects to learn. This is also the purpose of future scientists to
invent the system to quickly improve the treatment level of doctors. As at present, a
doctor can't mature in more than ten years.

If you want to learn other subjects in orthopedics, you must first learn the basics of
surgery. Under the guidance of the system step by step, Zhang Fan entered the basic
study of surgery.

Rehydration, anti-interference and basic trauma first aid are three major items. Zhang
Fan is almost on the verge of collapse. "Did I go to a fake university? I haven't seen
many subjects in college. " Since you have chosen the big pit of doctors, you should
kneel down if you choose to kneel.

Not to mention her future career, my sister is about to go to college in the college
entrance examination. The college tuition and living expenses have to force Zhang
Fanchao to go forward. As a brother, I don't want my sister to face the indifferent
society in advance for the sake of tuition and living expenses.

In the basic study of surgery, there are many ways to sew and knot in one operation.
Zhang Fan began to study in his mind. The super medical assistance system stimulates
the brain center through the thalamus, which improves the learner's efficiency by about
five times, and then stimulates each autonomous muscle through neurons, so that the
user can achieve muscle memory.

Zhang Fan didn't have a good internship when he was a sophomore, but he just went
through the motions. He knows a name for medicine, and he doesn't know exactly
what to do. Zhang Fan clicks knot practice and starts knot practice step by step in his
mind. The efficiency of system users is up, but the relative consumption of physical
strength and spirit is also up.



The grassland in Quark county is the largest grassland in Asia, with an altitude of
about 1500-3000 meters. It is a high mountain, narrow from east to west and banded.
Gongnaisi river system is rich in water resources, flowing from east to west, with an
average annual runoff of 1.589 billion cubic meters. Affected by Siberian air mass and
Arctic Ocean moisture flow, the climate is cool, the relative humidity is high, the
annual precipitation is about 800 mm, the annual average temperature is 8.5 ℃, and
the average temperature in tourism season is 12.5-15.7 ℃.

Nalati mountain is like a green emerald lying on the Bank of gongnais river. The
mountains are high and majestic, powerful but not fierce, beautiful but not beautiful.
Dadonggou, located in the east of Nalati, is the main scenic area of the park. The ditch
is nearly 10km deep. It has beautiful mountains and rivers, alternating meadows and
forests.

The place near the river is a resort for tourists to settle down. With deep mountain
streams and valleys, steep cliffs on both sides, jagged rocks, sky built stone gates
towering into the clouds, mysterious caves and gullies, waterfalls flying, water falling
into deep pools, streams gurgling, full of the charm of nature, it is a rare place to
explore and win.

”Zhang Fan, get up and see the grassland. Li Hui from Jiangsu Province was a little
excited to see such a large and beautiful grassland for the first time. Zhang Fan, who
was studying in the system, was interrupted by Li Hui.

Although the grassland is beautiful, Zhang Fan is not in the mood to watch it. He
hasn't slowed down after a meal of wine yesterday. He can't feel it when he enters the
system learning. As a result, he can't come out. He is tired and hungry. Zhang Fan
feels that if he gives him a cow now, he can eat it. If he gives him a bed, he can sleep
in the dark.

I'm not a student now. I can't be arbitrary. Zhang Fan clenched his teeth and followed
the army. Batu was very good at publicity. Before he came, he asked the office
director to make a big red banner "quark county hospital college students going to the
countryside".

Before noon, Batu asked new college students to take pictures with banners, which
should be used for publicity. Of course, this kind of publicity is for leaders to see.
Before the system, Zhang Fan would definitely have a relationship with several
directors of the dean and cover up almost anything. Now there is a system of unknown
origin, and the idea of fawning on the leaders has also died out, all on the system.

Finally, we had lunch. There were long low tables in the Mongolian tent on the
grassland. Everyone sat cross legged on the ground. Of course, the tent was covered



with carpets. Prairie Mongolian cuisine is mainly original, fresh and forthright.

There are two roasted whole sheep. The unique smoked horse intestines, large plates
of chicken and braised beef in Quark County face the top of the dishes, and all the
water comes down. But when the waiter in national costumes began to toast one by
one with a silver bowl, Zhang Fan was stunned again. This is the rhythm of starvation.
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